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The goal of a great rhythm section is to play in the pocket, or simply groove.  One of the best examples of this is Tower of Power, from Oakland.  David 
Garibaldi on drums, Rocco Prestia on bass, and the amazing horn section, provide the ultimate groove that makes you bob your head while your shoul-
ders, arms, and legs move in unison with the music.  Man, I love that sound!  More importantly, I love the way the band works together – that’s really 
what playing in the pocket is: coming together as one without overshadowing one another, producing something great.  
  
Right now, Chairman Powell is testifying before Congress.  I cannot really tell if he wants to play with the bond market in unison or not.  I see Powell as 
the bass player, he’s back there standing next to the drummer (the bond market) trying to demonstrate where interest rates (the beat) should go.  But 
the bond market is playing a few measures ahead of the rest of the band: it has decided where interest rates should go.  By his testimony, it appears 
Powell may be trying to catch up, not go his own way.  The bond market has “priced in” a cut this month.  Current probabilities sit 81.5% for a 25bps cut 
and 18.5% for a 50bps cut (see the Bloomberg WIRP screen below).  The beat is changing with every word from Powell’s testimony.  Each player is trying 
to find the pocket, but they are not quite there.  This is because of the uncertainty in the other major economies of the world (trade tensions), according 
to Powell.  If the FOMC follows through with expectations and makes a cut on July 31st, the band will get closer to being together and we might move 
closer to the steepening of the Treasury curve – a sign of positive expectations.  I do not expect the Fed and the bond market to ever really play in the 
pocket, mostly because it is something you feel, not force.  Markets can be pretty forceful and that is the way they are playing right now; however, I do 
think they can move closer to a better sound. 
 
Sometimes, the audience can help the band.  So, I’m going to put on some Tower of Power and groove for the rest of the week.  Hope you enjoy some 
good tunes too!  As always, thank you for your business, your involvement in helping our band sound better, and keeping us all in the pocket. 
 
Have a great weekend! 

Matthew Maggi | Vice President | Capital Markets Group | 800 548-2663 | matthew.maggi.commercebank.com 

Weekly Review—July 10, 2019 

NEW ISSUE MUNICIPAL CALENDAR 

Date Amount ($) Description Maturity 

07/15/2019  $9,985,000.00  WINFIELD KS 2019A UT GO RATING APPLIED  2020-2045  

07/16/2019  $4,075,000.00  HILLSBORO KS 2019 UT GO BQ RATING APPLIED  2020-2039  

07/16/2019  $9,920,000.00  LENEXA KS 2019C UT GO RATINGS APPLIED  2020-2039  

07/16/2019  $5,090,000.00  LENEXA KS TMP NTS 2019B UT GO RATINGS APPLIED  2021  

 07/17/2019   $4,210,000.00  MISSION KS 2019A UT GO RATINGS APPLIED   2020-2029  
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***If you no longer wish to receive this weekly review, please send an email to CapitalMarketsGroup@commercebank.com*** 
 

The Weekly Review is a publication of the Capital Markets Group of Commerce Bank.   

KEY INDICES 
 Current Last Month One Year Ago 
Prime Rate 5.50 5.50 5.00 
Discount Rate 3.00 3.00 2.50 
Fed Funds Rate 2.41 2.37 1.91 
IOER 2.35 2.35 1.95 
1-Month Libor 2.37 2.41 2.09 
11th Dist COFI 1.14 1.10 0.93 
1-Yr. CMT 1.93 1.97 2.34 
Dow 26,860.20 26,062.68 24,919.66 
NASDAQ 8,202.53 7,823.17 7,759.20 
S&P 500 2,993.07 2,886.73 2,793.84 
Bond Buyer 3.49 3.48 3.86 

Treasuries & New Issue Agencies (Spread to Treasuries) 
Treasuries Bullets NC-6 Mo. NC-1 Year NC- 2 Year  

3 Mo. Bill 2.22     

6 Mo. Bill 2.08     

1-Year  Bill 1.95     

1.86 9 32 17  2-Year Note 

1.83 9 43 30 5 3-Year Note 

1.85 9 56 43 20 5-Year Note 

1.95 23 59 48 31 7-Year Note 

2.06 33 67 58 44 10-Year Note 
30-Year Bond 2.56     

CMO Spreads to Treasuries 
 PAC Vanilla 
1-Year N/A +40 

2-Year 45 55 

3-Year 55 68 

5-Year 70 78 

MBS Current Coupon Yields 
GNMA 30 Yr.  2.48% 

FNMA 30 Yr.  2.79% 

GNMA 15 Yr.  2.46% 

FNMA 15 Yr.  2.34% 

MUNI AA—BQ 

3 Mo. 1.15 

6 Mo. 1.19 

1-Year 1.20 

2-Year 1.24 

3-Year 1.26 

5-Year 1.34 

7-Year 1.49 

10-Year 1.73 

30-Year 2.46 

 

Prior to joining CMG in 2016, Matthew was the Corporate Treasurer at a $1.2 billion publicly-traded community bank 
headquartered in Missouri.  During his tenure, he developed and implemented balance sheet strategies to maximize 
margin while managing acceptable levels of interest rate risk, liquidity, and capital. Matthew not only managed the 
investment portfolio, but also conducted extensive loan portfolio performance analyses. 
 

Previously, he was a Treasury Analyst for one of the largest privately held banks in the U.S.  He monitored cash flow and 
liquidity and developed funding strategies.  Matthew leverages his extensive balance sheet management experience 
to provide tactical and strategic solutions to maximize performance while mitigating risks for the community banks. 

ECONOMIC CALENDAR 
Monday 7/15 Tuesday 7/16 Wednesday 7/17 Thursday 7/18 Friday 7/19 

Empire Manufacturing Retail Sales Advance MoM MBA Mortgage Applications Initial Jobless Claims U. of Mich. Sentiment 
 Industrial Production MoM Housing Starts Leading Index  
     

About the Author, Matthew Maggi  

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

The opinions expressed herein reflect that of the author and are not a complete analysis of every material fact respecting any company, industry, or security.  The author’s opinions do not 
necessarily reflect that of Commerce Bank or its affiliates.  Information contained herein is from sources deemed reliable but cannot be guaranteed.  Prices and/or yields are subject to 
change and investments are subject to availability.  CDs are direct financial obligations of the issuing financial institution and are not, either directly or indirectly, an obligation of Com-
merce Bank.  The information provided is not an official trade confirmation or account statement.  The Capital Markets Group (CMG) of Commerce Bank is not acting as your ‘municipal 
advisor’ within the meaning of Section 15B of the Securities Exchange Act, and does not act in a fiduciary capacity.  CMG does not provide tax advice; please refer to your tax professional.   

Investments in securities are NOT FDIC Insured; NOT Bank-Guaranteed and May Lose Value. 
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